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Abstract
This report gives an overview of the New MEXICO wind turbine measurements as carried out in the the
Large Scale Low Speed Facility (LLF) of the German Dutch Wind Tunnels (DNW) between June 20th and
July 4th 2014. The test is a follow up of the ﬁrst MEXICO campaign, which was held in 2006. The main
objec ve of the test is to progress aerodynamic (and acous c) modelling of wind turbines and wind
turbine farms. The test prepara on ac vi es are described, including a pressure sensors calibra on
and sta c wind tunnel test of the blades. Some preliminary results of the rota ng test are discussed.
Several open ques ons from the ﬁrst campaign have been resolved and a good agreement has been
found between these measurements. The MEXICO database has been extended with extra test cases to
progress modelling of dynamic inﬂow, non-uniformity between the blades, yawed ﬂow eﬀects, parked
condi ons and pitch misalignment. In addi on to that several blade add-ons were tested to improve the
turbine performance. Acous c measurements have been performed using both far ﬁeld microphones
as well as a microphone array. Flow visualiza on was performed by applica on of smoke candles to the
blade ps and oil to the blade surface.
In summary, a er years of prepara on, ECN and partners have performed very successful aerodynamic
experiments in the largest wind tunnel in Europe. The comprehensive high quality database that has
been obtained obtained will be used in an interna onal consor um to further develop wind energy aerodynamic modelling.

Although the informa on contained in this report is derived from reliable sources and reasonable care has been taken in the
compiling of this report, ECN cannot be held responsible by the user for any errors, inaccuracies and/or omissions contained
therein, regardless of the cause, nor can ECN be held responsible for any damages that may result therefrom. Any use that
is made of the informa on contained in this report and decisions made by the user on the basis of this informa on are
for the account and risk of the user. In no event shall ECN, its managers, directors and/or employees have any liability for
indirect, non-material or consequen al damages, including loss of proﬁt or revenue and loss of contracts or orders.
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1
Introduction
In December 2006, measurements on the MEXICO wind turbine were carried out in the Large Scale Low
Speed Facility (LLF) of the German Dutch Wind Tunnels (DNW) [6].
Analysis of the MEXICO experiment has been performed within the framework of IEA Wind Task 29
Mexnext. The results from this project are summarized in [7]. One of the recommenda ons is to perform
addi onal tests with the s ll available model in the DNW.
Within the EU ESWIRP project [1] a budget became available to sponsor the tunnel me of a new MEXICO
test in the DNW. The New MEXICO experiment was integrated in the EU INNWIND project as it will provide
important informa on for the development of new high p speed turbine concepts. Therefore a ﬁnancial
contribu on to prepare and supervise the experiment was granted. Between June 20th and July 4th 2014
the New MEXICO experiment was carried out, illustrated in Figure 3. An overview of this experiment and
its prepara on is given in the current document. Since this project is the culmina on of long running
eﬀorts in the ﬁeld of wind energy aerodynamics, a historical review is given below.

1.1

Historical review

In this sec on a historical review is given of all endeavours which had to be undertaken to make the New
MEXICO experiment reality. The lessons learned can be used in the prepara on and performance of
future experiments. Most eﬀorts took place within the EU FP5 project MEXICO and IEA Task 29 Mexnext.
Both projects were coordinated by ECN.
The history of the MEXICO project goes back to 1996 with a discussion between TUDel and ECN on
the uncertain es in atmospheric aerodynamic experiments [12], which were related to the stochas c
nature of the atmosphere. Since a wind tunnel environment does not suﬀer from this uncertainty the
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idea was launched to carry out measurements on a wind turbine model under controlled condi ons in
the largest wind tunnel of Europe, the LLF of DNW. This idea eventually culminated into a MEXICO project
proposal for which a coopera on was sought with various European ins tutes in order to perform the
experiment in an interna onal context. A er several a empts the MEXICO project was approved within
the EU FP5 program with a star ng date of January 1st 2001. The measurements in DNW were taken
from December 6th to December 14th 2006. Therea er the measurements were analysed in IEA Task 29
Mexnext. As a result of the analyses in Mexnext it was recommended to carry out a second experiment
taking into account the lessons learned from the ﬁrst experiment. This second tunnel slot was bap zed
into New MEXICO. Eventually the New MEXICO project was approved within the European aerospace
program ESWIRP with respect to tunnel costs, a er which the costs for person hours were found from a
variety of other sources (i.e. the FP7 project Innwind.EU, IEA Task 29 Mexnext and ECN own funds). The
New MEXICO experiment was then carried out in June/July 2014 which is almost 8 years a er the ﬁrst
tunnel slot!

MEXICO, goal and par cipants
The main goal of the MEXICO project was to design and build a wind tunnel model and to carry out
detailed aerodynamic measurements (in par cular pressure and ﬂow ﬁeld measurements) on this model
in the Large Low Speed Facility LLF of the German Dutch Wind Tunnel Facili es DNW. The par cipants of
the MEXICO project and their role are described in [6]:

• ECN, as coordinator was the ﬁrst project responsible confronted with the many setbacks which occurred in the project and undertook all possible eﬀorts to ﬁnd a sa sfactory solu on. Apart from
being the coordinator ECN also deﬁned the func onal speciﬁca ons of the model, it designed the
wind turbine model, and it assisted in the deﬁni on of the test matrix. Moreover ECN, together with
NLR, supervised the actual experiment at DNW.
• TUDel designed and built the DAQ system with associated so ware. TUDel also carried out 2D
wind tunnel tests of the blade sec ons.
• Technion built the wind turbine model and control.
• NLR, located on the same premises as DNW, was the interface between the DNW and the MEXICO
project team. Moreover they instrumented the blades with pressure sensors, and developed postprocessing so ware.
• DTU and CRES/NTUA performed, amongst other things, CFD calcula ons which gave insights on the
most suitable condi ons for the experiment and as such supported the deﬁni on of the test matrix.
Moreover their CFD calcula ons helped to assess the tunnel eﬀects.

Mexnext/New MEXICO, goal and par cipants
The MEXICO project did not allow much analysis ac vi es and therefore this work was undertaken in
the Mexnext project. Mexnext is an IEA Task, i.e a project organized under auspices of the IEA, the
Interna onal Energy Agency. It was carried out in two phases, the ﬁrst phase ran from September 2008
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un l December 2011 and the second phase ran from January 2012 un l the end of 2014. The par cipants
(20 par cipants from 10 diﬀerent countries) of the projects are listed in [7].
One of the outcomes of Mexnext was the New MEXICO project proposal which has been submi ed to
ESWIRP on behalf of the en re consor um. A er approval of this proposal, the experiment was prepared
by a core group of Mexnext par cipants (ECN, TUDel , Technion and DTU).

Management issues
It should be men oned that the MEXICO project as well as the prepara on towards the New MEXICO
measurements suﬀered from a large amount of management problems, the solu on of which caused
considerable delays and high costs.
For the MEXICO project alone there was already a delay of 3 years: The original project period was
from January 1st 2001 un l December 31st 2003 but the actual project period had to be extended un l
December 31st 2006. In terms of budgets there was an overspending of more than 750 kEuro. The
original budget was 2.3 MEuro including a subcontract of 310 kEuro to DNW and some 500 kEuro for
hardware costs. The actual budget turned out to be slightly above 3 MEuro. The overspending was
carried by the par cipants own funds (mainly ECN and Technion). Some important reasons for the delays
and overspending were (apart from some technical issues which are explained in [6]):

• MEXICO started with a bankruptcy of the industrial partner Aerpac which led to a hold from the EU
un l another industrial partner was found. Aerpac role was then taken over by Polymarin which
went bankrupt as well. A er a long period of nego a ons the project con nued without industrial
par cipants.
• Another management issue lied on the some mes cumbersome nego a ons with DNW, since DNW
ini ally gave a higher priority to aerospace projects by which the MEXICO project was given a tunnel
slot in January 2007 only, which was beyond the (already extended) MEXICO end date of December
31st 2006. The resul ng situa on was considered unacceptable by the EU and eventually a tunnel
slot could be given in December 2006 (just before the end date of the project).
• Another important delay was caused by an accident during transporta on of the wind turbine model
from Technion in Israel to the DNW wind tunnel in the Netherlands see Figure 1 and 2. The model
suﬀered from severe damage and the necessary repairs were very me consuming and costly for
Technion and the other partners. Although these costs were supposed to be covered by the insurance, they are s ll not reimbursed at the me of wri ng this report.

A er the MEXICO experiment, ECN invested much eﬀort in making a New MEXICO experiment possible.
Several a empts were undertaken to ﬁnd funds in EU FP6 projects but eventually the applica on for
the EU Aerospace project ESWIRP was successful. Unfortunately, very shortly before the submission
deadline, it appeared that ECN as Dutch par cipant was not allowed to submit an ESWIRP proposal for a
wind tunnel in the same country. This problem could be solved (within the very few days le ) through the
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Figure 1: Damage to wind turbine model

Figure 2: Damage to wind turbine model

coopera on with DTU which, as non-Dutch par cipant, was willing to take over the role of coordinator
and submi ed the proposal. A next problem was given by the fact that ESWIRP funded tunnel me only.
Person hours for the experiment (not only from ECN but also for TUDel and Technion) were at long last
found from the FP7 project INNWIND.EU, the above men oned Mexnext project and ECN own funds.
Moreover TUDel oﬀered free wind tunnel me in their LST tunnel in order to measure the aerodynamic
performance of the MEXICO blade under non-rota ng condi ons and to check the instrumenta on and
data acquisi on which had to be revived a er more than 7 years. All in all these management problems
were successfully overcome and resulted in an excellent database for both the MEXICO and New MEXICO
experimental campaigns.

8
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2
Objectives
The main objec ve of the test is to progress aerodynamic (and acous c) modelling of wind turbines and
wind turbine farms. Associated with this comes a reduc on of the large uncertainty bands resul ng
from design loads and yield calcula ons. Consequently this work contributes to a reduc on of the Cost
of Energy (CoE) of wind power plants in general. In line with this is the possibility to apply and study
innova ve features in controlled condi ons, also to reduce the CoE of wind energy.
Below this general mo va on, a number of priori es can be dis nguished, partly based on the analysis
of the previous test campaign in Mexnext [7]. These priori es are discussed below.

2.1 Outstanding Mexnext research questions
The most important ques on arising from Mexnext concerns the rela on between measured loads and
veloci es. Both CFD codes as well as li ing line methods (with input of sec onal aerodynamic coeﬃcients) overpredict the loads compared to the measurements. Please consult [7] for more details. In
addi on to overpredic on of the loads, the veloci es are (against expecta ons) overpredicted as well in
comparison to the experiment. Loads and veloci es are coupled through mass and momentum conserva on, which means that a higher loading should result in an increased rotor induc on and hence lower
veloci es. Since all simula ons obey the conserva on laws in unbounded ﬂow, the ques on remains
why the measurements do not.

2.2

Validate and compliment first MEXICO campaign

To preserve the validity of the previous dataset and validate the se ngs of the new measurements, part
of the previous measurements must be reproduced. Regarding the PIV measurements, the radial and
axial traverses for axial ﬂow condi ons suﬃce for this purpose.
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In addi on to that the current database should be complimented with the following items.

• Stands ll measurements
The measurements for a parked rotor in the previous experiment have not produced usable results,
possibly due to a malfunc on of the PCB connec on at large pitch angles. This dataset should be
rerun, taking care that the PCB’s are working correctly. Several new azimuth and yaw angles in stands ll are added in agreement with IEC load case deﬁni ons. These should provide valida on material
for challenging load cases including radial ﬂow.
In addi on to that, (balance) measurements at various speeds should be taken without the blades
installed to allow a more accurate es mate of the rotor axial force from the balance.
• Dynamic inﬂow
The previous experiment involved both pitching steps (up and down) and rota onal speed ramps.
Unfortunately the se ng of the pitch angle gave an overshoot and probably has been much slower
than the target of 0.05 s from -2.3◦ to 5◦ . Because the pitch angle posi on was not monitored in
me, the data set is not suitable for simula on purposes. The rota onal speed ramps did not show
a dynamic inﬂow eﬀect. Both pitch and rota onal speed experiments need to be re-performed to
obtain dynamic inﬂow data sets suitable for simula on purposes. A pitch angle monitoring system
needs to be installed for this purpose.
• PIV of inboard rotorplane sec ons
Unfortunately the previous PIV measurements did not cover the sec ons inboard from 1.2 m span,
due to the reduced ﬁeld of view of the sheets. In addi on to that, laser sheet reﬂec ons from the
nacelle prevented valid measurements in this region. Covering the nacelle with a laser absorbing
paint and a doubling of the ﬁeld of view in radial direc on compared to the ﬁrst campaign should
allow to capture the inboard ﬂow ﬁelds as well.
• Tailored azimuth step for PIV radial traverse
To check the azimuthal varia on of ﬂow veloci es, the previous discre za on angle of 20◦ azimuth
was not ideal for tracking this varia on around the blade passage. Based on CFD, an es mate is made
of the azimuth angle discre za on necessary to properly capture the azimuth average veloci es.
This resulted in 13 non-equidistant angles per radial traverse, which allows both monitoring of wake
convec on and determina on of azimuthal averages. Because the blade will reﬂect the laser around
its passage through the sheet and possibly damage the cameras, the rotorplane at x=0 m cannot be
visualized and the sheets are displaced a few cen meters in axial direc on.
• Compliment measurement instrumenta on
Based on the experience from the ﬁrst test campaign, some extra measurement instrumenta on/signals
were added.
- Pitch angle
As men oned above, it is necessary to measure the pitch angle with suﬃcient temporal resolu on in order to be able to reproduce the measurements involving a pitch step.
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- 1P sensor
The 1P sensor from the previous campaign was judged to be not accurate enough to trigger
the phase locked PIV measurements with less than a degree accuracy. Hence a new sensor will
need to be implemented.
- Accelerometer
Although the model is assumed to be rigid, and visual inspec on conﬁrmed this hypothesis, it
would be useful to double check this especially for the dynamic inﬂow runs.
- Strain gauges
The strain gauges from the previous campaign did not give correct results [8]. Since this is judged
to be an important part of the measurements, allowing us to diﬀeren ate between the blades
and make a comparison to balance and pressure measurements, it was decided to install new
ﬂap- and edgewise strain gauges at he blade roots.
- Generator torque
Unfortunately me and resource constraints did not allow for applica on of a torque meter
that measures aerodynamic torque directly. However, the ABB control cabinet measures the
generator/motor torque as applied by the control system.
- Inclinometer
To be able to dis nguish between diﬀerent azimuth angles during the stands ll measurements,
an inclinometer is needed.
Please check sec on 3.2 for more details on the implementa on of this instrumenta on.

2.3

Additional priorities

In addi on to the reproducing and complimen ng the previous database, several new measurements
are to be taken.

• Inﬂuence of roughness strips on performance and loads
The blades of the previous experiment were tripped using zig-zag strips. In addi on to ensuring transi on to turbulent ﬂow, a side-eﬀect of these strips is to increase the thickness of the boundary layer
(due to the thickness of the strips themselves). This side-eﬀect can result in an extra decambering of
the airfoils. The unknown signiﬁcance of this contribu on has resulted in the desire to perform nontripped measurements. Although the experimental Reynolds numbers generally are above 3×105 ,
it is kept in mind that allowing natural transi on also comes with uncertain es (e.g. laminar ﬂow
separa on phenomena).
• Acous cs
The large open test sec on of the DNW-LLF is o en used as an acous c test facility and includes acouscally treated walls to minimize reverbera ons. Because the aerodynamics of the MEXICO turbine
is extensively mapped, this test program provides an unique opportunity to simultaneously measure
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aerodynamics and acous cs. Since commercial wind turbine noise is largely driven by the blade aerodynamics, this allows improving the knowledge about the rela on between the two. Noise generaon mechanisms (both self-noise and inﬂow noise) and also noise direc vity studies can be subject
of inves ga on.
• Blade add-ons
A requirement of the ESWIRP grant was to provide an innova ve feature to the test. It was decided
to apply Guerney ﬂaps to the inboard part of the blade, which allowed to map the aerodynamic
performance of these in comparison to a reference data set. Del University of Technology was
responsible for design and applica on of the ﬂaps. In addi on to that blade spoilers and serra ons
were designed and applied by ECN, to increase yield and reduce the aerodynamic noise respec vely.

14

3
Test set-up and preparations
The test set-up has been examined thoroughly prior to the ﬁrst MEXICO project. This set-up including
apparatus has been described in [8]. The test set-up has been the same as the ﬁrst campaign, except
for the acous c lining that was added to the tunnel ﬂoor. In addi on to that, the external balance was
covered with foam padding to prevent noise from the tunnel jet shear layer possibly impinging on the
balance. An acous c array was posi oned between nozzle exit and the model, below the jet. Within
Mexnext, the tunnel calibra on from the ﬁrst campaign as determined and used by the DNW has been
point of discussion. Therefore it is chosen to perform an empty tunnel calibra on prior to the tunnel
test again. To verify the tunnel calibra on it was decided to perform a test with the model in parked
condi ons and a pitot tube mounted between the blades. This allowed to check the incident velocity in
the rotor plane and validate the PIV system which was also used in this conﬁgura on.
The remainder of this sec on discusses model and instrumenta on issues in sec on 3.1 and 3.2. Sec on
3.3 is especially dedicated to the pressure sensors and its data acquisi on system, which was subject of
inves ga on in the LTT tunnel of Del University prior to the rota ng tunnel test.

3.1 Wind turbine model
Technion has published a detailed descrip on of the model in [2, 3]. Several points needed to be addressed before entering the wind tunnel.
The basic func onality was checked successfully a er the model was stored for more than 7 years. The
pitch actuator and speed controller deserved special a en on in this respect to perform successful dynamic inﬂow measurements. Firstly the pitch angle se ng has to be monitored in me (see also sec on
3.2). An a empt was made to increase both pitch speed as well rpm accelera on. Unfortunately it appeared to be impossible to improve the second feature. The ﬁrst however was improved signiﬁcantly to
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a higher pitching speed, whereas this was around 10◦ /s for the ﬁrst campaign.
The roughness strips from the previous experiment were removed to facilitate scanning of the shape
of the blades, which was performed within Mexnext. To reproduce the previous experiment, iden cal
strips had to be applied at the same loca on. The roughness conﬁgura on from the ﬁrst test campaign
was applied by Del University of Technology as accurate as possible.
Rhodamine was spray painted onto the nacelle of the turbine by DNW, to make sure that laser sheet
reﬂec ons would not corrupt the PIV measurements.

3.2

Measurement apparatus

Based on the experience from the ﬁrst test campaign, some extra measurement instrumenta on/signals
were added. The MEXICO data acquisi on system was extended with 16 more signals to 176 channels
to allow for adding the extra signals men oned below.
- Pitch angle
For this purpose a poten ometer was installed which measures the posi on of the linear actuator,
that drives the pitch angle se ng. This analog signal is connected to the overall MEXICO data acquision that samples data at 5kHz. A sta c calibra on between -5◦ and 90◦ is performed to correlate this
signal to the ’true’ pitch angle as displayed by the Technion control system. Unfortunately expor ng
the la er signal directly to the MEXICO data acquisi on appeared to be not an op on due to possible
introduc on of noise into the control system.
- 1P sensor
DNW has implemented an op cal 1P sensor, which gives an up- and down going pulse at speciﬁed
azimuth angles. The signal was connected to the MEXICO data acquisi on system, as well as exported
to the DNW system to allow triggering the phase locked PIV measurements.
- Accelerometer
An accelerometer which measures accelera on in all three direc on was installed in the nacelle. The
accelerometer also measures ’sta c’ accelera on, hence it also measures gravita onal, which can
be used to detect angle misalignments. The signal was connected to the MEXICO data acquisi on
system.
- Strain gauges
The blades were instrumented with new gauges by dedicated ECN personnel. A calibra on was performed prior to the test. In addi on to that an idling run at 3 rpm without wind was performed at the
beginning and end of the test at 3 diﬀerent pitch angles (0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ ), to allow for iden ﬁca on and
correc on for dri . Similar as for the ﬁrst campaign, the six strain gauges signals were connected to
the MEXICO data acquisi on system.
- Generator torque and HSS rpm
The generator torque is exported from the ABB power cabinet to the MEXICO data acquisi on. Un-
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fortunately a dis nc on cannot be made between a driving and genera ng situa on, which means
adding a plus or minus will have be part of the data reduc on process. To es mate the generator/mechanical losses, blade oﬀ measurements without wind have been performed at 324 and 424
rpm. Unfortunately these machine characteris cs were not supplied by ABB. In addi on to expor ng
the generator torque, the High Speed Sha (HSS) rpm was exported from the ABB controller to the
MEXICO data acquisi on.
- Inclinometer
An inclinometer was installed in the nacelle between the rota ng and non-rota ng part. Similar to
the above signals, this signal was connected to the MEXICO data acquisi on.
In addi on to that, the DNW measurement apparatus was extended in comparison to the previous campaign. Apart from averaged quan es, more sta s cs (standard devia on, minimum, maximum) of the
tunnel related quan es and balance data will be saved. For the velocity veriﬁca on test, a pitot connected to pressure measurement system was used. The PIV measurement system has changed, of which
the increase of the camera resolu on is most important. Keeping the spa al resolu on iden cal to the
previous campaign, the ﬁeld of view has increased from 337x394 mm to 380x610 mm in axial and lateral
direc on respec vely.
For the acous cs, both side wall microphones as well as an acous c array were used. The averaging
me needed to guarantee reliable acous c results exceeded the averaging me of the MEXICO data
acquisi on system, which amounted to 5s (approximately 35 rota ons at 424 rpm). This is due to the
required resolu on at lower frequencies in combina on with the necessary correc on for shear layer
refrac on for acous c propaga on through the open jet shear layer. To compromise, the most important
acous c runs were selected at an average me of 60s, whereas the rest was averaged over 15s to s ll
allow for a meaningful acous c data point for each pressure data point.
A separate sec on below has been dedicated to the veriﬁca on of the pressure sensors and their corresponding data acquisi on.

3.3

Verification of pressure sensors and data acquisition

To check whether the pressure sensors and data acquisi on embedded in the three blades are s ll funconing as desired, a test in the Del University Low Speed Tunnel was performed. A calibra on of the
pressure sensors is performed as well. Firstly an es mate is made of the uncertainty of the sensors.

Uncertainty
The interpreta on of the sensor speciﬁca on sheet A for the MEXICO situa on has been clariﬁed by
the Dutch distributor of Kulite® [10]. From the speciﬁca on sheet, the uncertainty of the sensors is
correlated to the the Full Scale Output (FSO), which can be taken as the pressure range of 35 kPa. The
residual unbalance can be taken as a possible oﬀset, and the ±3% then indicates a possible oﬀset of
±1050 Pa. Bearing this in mind it is a good choice to perform zero measurements. The combined non-
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linearity and hysteresis are es mated at a ±0.25% FSO from the best ﬁt straight line (BFSL). However the
non-linearity is expected to be negligible if zero measurements are applied, because the linearity is only
applied to the rela vely small diﬀeren al pressure from atmosphere. In that case only the hysteresis of
less than 0.1% FSO or 35 Pa remains. In addi on to that there is the repeatability es mated at around
±0.25% FSO or 35 Pa.
Also on the speciﬁca on sheet is the thermal zero and sensi vity shi . Where the oﬀset again is corrected
for by the zero measurement, the sensi vity of ±1$% per 55◦ C can inﬂuence the pressure readings.
However since the sensi vity is only used in a diﬀeren al way (with respect to atmosphere), the absolute
error stays low depending on the dynamic pressure. Combining the above informa on, the resul ng
uncertain es for the diﬀerent radial sta ons are summarized in Table 1. The results indicate that for the
Table 1: Es mated maximum uncertainty based on speciﬁca on sheet

r/R [%]
rpm [rpm]
U∞ [m/s]
1 Cp‡ [Pa]

25
324
15
311

35
424
15
810

60
424
15
2262

82
424
14
4172

92
424
15
5235

Resul ng maximum uncertain es
Repeatability [Pa]
Hysteresis [Pa]
Thermal† [Pa]
Total† [Cp]
Cn∓ [-]

35
35
1
0.23
0.46

35
35
3
0.09
0.18

35
35
8
0.04
0.07

35
35
15
0.02
0.04

35
35
19
0.02
0.03

‡

Es ma ng axial induc on factor of 0.2 for 25% and 0.33 for the other sec ons
Assuming diﬀerence of 20◦ C between calibra on and opera on temperature and a pressure diﬀeren al of
1 Cp from atmosphere
∓
Resul ng uncertainty in normal force coeﬃcient assuming the worst case scenario of the suc on side
pressure uncertain es showing the opposite sign of the pressure side ones

†

inboard sec ons the accuracy of the sensors is rather poor, judging by a maximum uncertainty in terms of
Cp of 0.23 at the 25% sec on at 324 rpm. Assuming the worst case scenario of the suc on side pressures
showing a diﬀerent sign than the pressure side ones, this could lead to diﬀerences in normal force of up
to 0.46. Nevertheless the good agreement between pressure readings taken at the same condi ons
during the ﬁrst campaign do not point in this direc on. The good agreement between the readings
taken at diﬀerent rota onal speeds (but equal p speed ra os, see also [7]) gives further conﬁdence in
this observa on. At least the uncertain es due to repeatability seems less than the maximum assumed
in Table 1. In addi on to that, Daniel Micallef [4] has compared the cross checking of sensors which
were placed at iden cal radial, chordwise and ﬂapwise loca on but at diﬀerent blades. The level of
disagreement between results of the diﬀerent blades turns out to be small. The slight diﬀerences could
also be caused by a geometrical oﬀset, i.e. slightly diﬀerent posi on of the sensor.
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Calibra on
A proper calibra on should include the whole data acquisi on chain. The sensi vity of the sensor should
be checked by applying a number of known pressures. A pressure or climate chamber that allows placement of a full blade is favourable for this purpose. Since this is not available, a steel tube is used that
ﬁts a blade. One side of the tube is welded air ght, the other side is closed with a plas c foil and tacky
tape. This means that only below atmospheric pressures are taken, since posi ve pressures would blow
up the package. It is beyond the scope of the current report to go into detail and discuss the set-up,
instrumenta on and results. Below a summary of the results is given.
Figure 4 illustrates the sensi vity diﬀerences compared to the speciﬁca on sheet values. The correla on
of the least squares ﬁt was calculated to exceed 0.9999 for all sensors except for four sensors which
however s ll featured values above 0.996. A consistent sensi vity increase roughly between 5% and 10%
can be observed. A valid ques on is whether the sensi vity diﬀerence can be a ributed to the fact that
the speciﬁca on sheet values are diﬀerent from the in-situ values including the whole data acquisi on
chain, or the diﬀerence arises from the sensors ageing over me. Although the Kulite® distributor has
indicated that it is possible that the sensor speciﬁca ons may vary over me, an order of magnitude is
not given. However, it is acknowledged that it is especially the oﬀset that may vary in me rather than
the sensi vity [10]. Since oﬀset is excluded during the experiment by subtrac ng the zero runs, it is not
likely that the sensors would give a diﬀerent value over me.

(a) Rela ve sensi vity diﬀerence between calibra on and speciﬁca on sheet

(b) Zero oﬀset from calibra on

Figure 4: Illustra on of calibra on results as a func on of signal number

To es mate the eﬀect of the diﬀerent sensi vity on the experimental values of the ﬁrst campaign, the
new sensor values have individually been taken into account in the chordwise and spanwise integra on.
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The results for three standard load cases at 424 rpm and a pitch angle of -2.3◦ and are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Rela ve increase of loads due to calibra on, 424 rpm, pitch=-2.3◦

Fax [%]
Torque [%]

25%R
35%R
60%R
82%R
92%R

U∞ =10 m/s
6.6
3.7

Fn [%]
5.2
4.3
6.0
5.2
4.6

Ft [%]
12.4
11.8
15.5
1.4
6.0

U∞ =15 m/s
6.6
4.9

Fn [%]
5.5
4.4
6.0
5.1
4.9

Ft [%]
7.5
5.1
7.0
5.1
6.1

U∞ =24 m/s
7.0
3.9

Fn [%]
5.3
4.3
6.0
5.0
5.2

Ft [%]
6.8
4.9
6.4
5.9
6.0

‡

Fn denotes normal and Ft tangen al force
Fax denotes the rotor axial force and Torque the rotor torque. These are obtained by linear integra on of the radial
force distribu on along the blade span, assuming zero load at root and p.
†

Tunnel test
The blades were mounted in the TUDel Low Speed Tunnel. In addi on to checking the status of the
blades and its instrumenta on, this test also enabled the measurement of quasi-stands ll sec onal characteris cs. Also the eﬀect of tripping the boundary layer could be inves gated. The tunnel features an
octagonal cross sec on of 1.25 m high by 1.8 m wide, in which the blades are posi oned ver cally pointing downward. Since the blade length of 2.04 m exceeds the tunnel height two conﬁgura ons were employed, one focusing on the outboard part (with a free p) and one on the inboard blade part (with the
tunnel ﬂoor cu ng oﬀ the 69%R sec on), see also Figure 5. With a maximum tunnel speed of 100 m/s,
the Reynolds numbers of the rota ng experiment could be matched. Both clean and rough condi ons
were subject of inves ga on, where the rough conﬁgura on was iden cal to the MEXICO experiment.
The data acquisi on and pressure sensors were brought back to life successfully a er an inac ve period
of more than seven years. Having a close look at the apparatus allowed for ﬁxing some of the pressure
signals in the inboard sec ons which were faulty during the ﬁrst MEXICO campaign. A wake rake was
posi oned downstream of the blade to measure the velocity deﬁcit. In addi on to obtaining sec onal
drag, traversing the rake along the blade span for all three blades gave a possibility to further inves gate
the agreement between the blades.
Sec onal characteris cs
Using the ECN Aero-Module free vortex wake code AWSM, a ﬁrst survey was performed to inves gate
the angle of a ack varia on along the blade using prescribed airfoil data. By this approach an es mate
of the degree of ’two-dimensionality’ of the experimental set-up can be obtained. Although full details
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(a) Inboard set-up

(b) Outboard set-up

Figure 5: Test set-up in the Del tunnel

such as wall eﬀects are not taken into account here, this approach yields an approxima on for the order
of magnitude of the induced veloci es causing diﬀerent inﬂow angles than the local geometric twist
angle. The results shown in Figure 6 reveal that for this par cular blade pitch angle induced angles of
a ack exceeding 2◦ can be expected, not only conﬁned to the p area. Hence the trailing vor city is not
only concentrated in the p vortex but also plays a role in the remainder of the span due to the varying
circula on along the blade span as a consequence of the radial twist and chord distribu on. Increasing
or decreasing the blade pitch angle from this value is found to reduce the induced veloci es. For the 15◦
pitch angle, the geometric angle of a ack along the blade in combina on with the chord distribu on
results in a circula on distribu on where the trailing vor city is most eﬀec ve in inducing veloci es
perpendicular to the chordline. Although it is clear that the test set-up cannot be used to determine
sec onal characteris cs directly, the set-up can be considered comparable to parked rotor condi ons.
Combining the measurements with planned CFD simula ons including the tunnel will possibly reveal
informa on on the underlying two dimensional sec onal characteris cs.
The deduced sec onal characteris cs as a func on of geometric angle of a ack for the various sec ons
are subject of the paragraph below. Here it must be noted that no tunnel correc on was applied. Also,
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(a) Inboard set-up

(b) Outboard set-up

Figure 6: Calculated induced angle of a ack varia on for a geometric p angle of 15◦
the applica on of zero measurements to correct for sensor dri needs to be looked at more closely. In
addi on to the test results, the (tunnel corrected) two-dimensional wind tunnel test results as supplied
in IEA Task 29 Mexnext are included for comparison as well.
Referring to the uncertainty approxima on from Table 1, it is clear that for the inboard sec on the low
opera onal dynamic pressure for the rota ng case hampers an accurate measurement. This is clearly
illustrated in Figure 7, where the distribu on becomes more smooth for increasing tunnel speed. The
undisturbed tunnel speeds range from 20 m/s at Re=0.3 × 106 to 60 m/s at Re=0.9 × 106 . It can also be
observed that the unexpected increase in suc on level at the trailing edge (suc on side), which was also
no ced in the ﬁrst rota ng campaign, disappears at the higher tunnel speeds. This indicates that, unless
this is a Reynolds number eﬀect, we are not dealing with a physical phenomenon but an accuracy eﬀect.
The deduced li and drag curves for the 25%R sec on are displayed in Figure 8 for a Reynolds number
of Re=0.5 × 106 . The eﬀect of roughness can be clearly dis nguished for both li and drag and is rather
large. Comparing to data from two-dimensional proﬁle tes ng shows a diﬀerent li slope and drag curve
posi on, which can be explained by the three-dimensional test set-up and the close proximity of this
sec on to the blade root. The same picture for the 35%R sec on is displayed in this Figure as well.
Here it must be noted that since the proﬁle shapes at 35%R and 25%R are iden cal, if the set-up would
have been purely two-dimensional, the results from 25%R and 35%R would have to coincide. Due to
the three-dimensional set-up, it can be observed that this is clearly not the case. Again the diﬀerence
between clean and rough condi ons is considerable. Because this sec on is located further from the
blade root, the measured li curve slopes agree much be er with the two dimensional sec onal data.
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Figure 7: Pressure distribu on at 25%R for diﬀerent Reynolds numbers, αg = 4.95◦
For the 60%R sec on, the results are displayed in Figure 9. Here only results are available for a rough
conﬁgura on. The li oﬀset from the two dimensional characteris cs o en exceeds ∆Cl=0.2. The li
curve slope is also slightly smaller. Whether this oﬀset originates from the three-dimensional set-up,
a misalignment in angle of a ack se ng or the Reynolds number diﬀerence can be subject of further
inves ga on. Where the two dimensional data from the inboard and outboard proﬁles originate from
the same wind tunnel, the sec onal data from the midboard proﬁle was obtained in the VELUX wind
tunnel [11]. It is surprising to see that the drag levels are lower for the two-dimensional data, since the
VELUX tunnel is known to feature a high turbulence intensity. Probably this is caused in part by the higher
Reynolds number of the two-dimensional test, which ﬂa ens the surface boundary layers and results in
higher li and lower drag levels.
For the 82%R sec on, the results are displayed in Figure 10. The diﬀerence between clean and rough
condi ons can be observed again as change in li curve slope and a diﬀerence in the minimum drag
levels. The two-dimensional data shows a higher li and lower drag compared to the rough conﬁgura on.
Although the diﬀerences (especially in the li ) are smaller here, the same was observed for the 60%R
sec on and similar considera ons apply towards the reasoning behind this diﬀerence. The 92%R sec on
results from Figure 10 show a similar trend as for the 82%R sec on. Just as for the 25%R sec on the
li curve slope is considerably smaller than for the two-dimensional data, due to the proximity of this
sec on to the blade p.
The promising ini al results from this test are just a ﬁrst taste of the full data set obtained. This data
can be used for future research into stands ll aerodynamics, inﬂuence of rota onal eﬀects, Reynolds
number eﬀects, transi on etc. The obtained pressure distribu ons can be compared to the distribu ons
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(a) 25%R li

(c) 35%R li

(b) 25%R drag

(d) 35%R drag

Figure 8: Comparison of measured sec onal characteris cs for the 25%R and 35%R sec on
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(a) 60%R li

(b) 60%R drag

Figure 9: Comparison of measured sec onal characteris cs for the 60%R sec on
from the rota ng experiment and the two-dimensional data. In addi on to the sec onal data, the wake
rake was traversed along the span to measure drag varia on as a func on of radius. The Mexnext task is
a suitable pla orm for coordina ng these eﬀorts.
Flow visualiza on and stethoscope
A stethoscope was traversed over the blade surface to determine the loca on of laminar to turbulent
transi on along the blade radius. In a clean conﬁgura on, small surface irregulari es (mainly compartment edges) were found to inﬂuence the exact chordwise posi on of transi on along the span. Although
this is regarded as unwanted taking into account comparison to CFD calcula ons, the eﬀect of parasi c
drag due to the strip itself (which is not included by CFD simula ons unless the actual strip is modelled) is
judged to impose a larger uncertainty in the computa ons than the ﬁrst eﬀect. Therefore it was decided
to perform the rota ng New MEXICO test with the outboard sec ons (NACA proﬁle) in a clean conﬁgura on. Because the inboard sec ons feature a rela vely low onset velocity in combina on with the
occurence of separated ﬂow and rota onal eﬀects, it was chosen to keep the tripping in place to prevent
laminar separa on phenomena.
To minimize the parasi c drag due to the strip itself, an a empt was made to determine the minimum
width and thickness of the zigzag strip to yield transi on for the opera onal range of angles of a ack and
Reynolds numbers. This resulted in a conﬁgura on featuring strips with a width of 5 mm and unchanged
thickness of 0.2mm. The chordwise posi on of the strips was kept at 10%chord for both pressure and
suc on side of the blades. The zigzag strips posi oning close to the pressure sensors were modiﬁed in
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(a) 82%R li

(c) 92%R li

(b) 82%R drag

(d) 92%R drag

Figure 10: Comparison of measured sec onal characteris cs for the 82%R and 92%R sec on
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such a way that distor on of the measured pressure distribu on by local pressure changes due to the
small vor ces emana ng from the zigzag shape was prevented. The resul ng sec onal characteris cs
were shown to closely match the characteris cs of the ’old’ strips featuring a 10 mm width. Therefore,
and also for the sake of repeatability veriﬁca on, the same strips as for the ﬁrst campaign were chosen
to be applied in New MEXICO.
An oil ﬂow visualiza on in the set-up for the outboard part of blade 3 conﬁrmed that the roughness strips
indeed provoke transi on. Figure 11a shows laminar to turbulent boundary layer transi on (directly a
of the zizag strip), illustrated by the light and respec vely darker colours due to the diﬀerent fric on
coeﬃcient between them. The diﬀerence with the p region which does not feature a zigzag strip is
clearly no ceable. The tape covering the sensors at 60%R, 82%R and 92%R can be observed from top to
bo om respec vely. Due to the twist distribu on, the geometric angle of a ack is 4.8◦ , 2.4◦ and 1.2◦
larger for these sec ons respec vely than the p angle. Because of this the outboard sec ons already
exhibit trailing edge separa on, which can be observed by the bright colours due to the oil not being
transported over the surface. Generally speaking the ﬂow pa ern can be considered two-dimensional.
Figure 11b then shows a conﬁgura on at a higher p pitch angle, where spanwise ﬂow features can be
observed in the separated ﬂow region. In addi on to that a small laminar separa on bubble can be
observed by a bright coloured line before the roughness strip just a of the leading edge, approximately
between the p and 70%R. Figure 11c shows the lower side surface for a nega ve angle of a ack, where
the midboard part of the blade shows separa on in the cusp of the RISØ proﬁle.
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(a) 10.4◦ upper side

(b) 16.4◦ upper side

(c) -3.6◦ lower side

Figure 11: Blade oilﬂow visualiza on for a variety of geometric angles of a ack referenced to the p
chord (ﬂow from right to le ), U∞ =60 m/s
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4
Test matrix
The test matrix is summarized in Table 4. The column ordering largely follows the test schedule in chronological order. The ﬁrst rows indicate which measurement apparatus has been used for each part of the
test. The model conﬁgura on describes whether roughness, add-ons or other features have been applied to the model. A clariﬁca on for the given numbering is given in Table 3. The opera onal condi on
gives an overview of the pitch angles, yaw angles, rota onal speed and tunnel speeds that have been
applied for each part of the test.

Table 3: Model conﬁgura on legend for New MEXICO

ECN-E--14-048

Legend number

Conﬁgura on

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
99

Roughness on full blade
Guerney ﬂaps long
Guerney ﬂaps short
Outboard blade clean
Spoilers
Serra ons
Pitch misalignment B2 (-20◦ )
Oil ﬂow: sensors taped oﬀ
Blade oﬀ
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Table 4: New MEXICO test matrix overview

Test type

Apparatus

Velocity
veriﬁcaon

Loads vs
velocity

Stands ll

Axial
ﬂow
(pressure)

PIV

Dynamic
inﬂow

Yawed
ﬂow
(pressure)

Blade
add-ons

Pitch
misalignment

Flowviz

Blade-oﬀ

DEMO
Balance

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

(x)
x

(x)
x

PIV
traverse

(+ pitot)
radial

axial
radial

Mics
Array

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

0

0

0, 3

3

3

3

3

1, 2, 4, 5

3, 7

6

99

Pitch angle
[◦ ]

90

-5.3→1.7

-2.3→90

-5.3→1.7

-2.3

-2.3
Steps

-2.3,0.7

-5.3→1.7

-5.3→20

-2.3, 73.6

NA

Yaw angle
[◦ ]

0

0

-90→+30

0

-30,0,30

0,15,30

-30→+45

0

0

0

-30→+30

Rot. speed
[rpm]

0

324,424

0

324,424

424

324,424
Ramp

424

0,324,424

324

0,324,424

0,324,424

U∞
[m/s]

10→30

7.5→24

30

5→30

10,15,24

10,15,18

10,15,18,24

5→30

-5→15

15,18,30

10→30

Model
conﬁg†

Opera onal
condi on

†

Legend clariﬁca on in Table 3

axial
radial

A er the tunnel calibra on (empty tunnel), the model was transferred to the test sec on. A velocity veriﬁca on was performed with blades pitched to vane, using both a pitot tube as well as PIV measurements
(see also sec on 5.1). Then a repeat of several pressure and PIV runs from the ﬁrst MEXICO campaign
was performed, which together with the velocity veriﬁca on provided answers towards the discrepancy
of the loads-velocity rela on from momentum theory.
With the roughness strips s ll applied to the full span of the blades, a stands ll test was performed
at the maximum tunnel speed. This choice was mo vated by the rela vely low chord based Reynolds
numbers for the maximum tunnel speed of U∞ =30 m/s. In addi on to the pitch angle traverse in axial
ﬂow during stands ll , the model was misaligned at yaw angles of -90◦ , -60◦ , -45◦ , -30◦ , -15◦ , 15◦ and
30◦ with the blades pitched to vane. Because in misaligned ﬂow the blades are experiencing diﬀerent
inﬂow condi ons and the sec onal pressure sensors are distributed between the blades, these tests
were performed at 0◦ , 120◦ and 240◦ azimuth angles.
A full sweep through the opera onal regime was then performed in axial ﬂow condi ons, which included
lambda traverses for both 324 rpm and 424 rpm at various pitch angles. Here the roughness strips were
removed from the outboard part of the blades. To be able to compare to the rough blade conﬁgura on,
also a pitch angle sweep in stands ll condi ons was taken for this blade conﬁgura on. An enormous
amount of PIV data was acquired for this conﬁgura on, of which more details are given in sec on 4.1.
Several dynamic inﬂow runs were then performed, consis ng of rpm ramps (324 rpm to 424 rpm and
back) and pitch angle steps (-2.3◦ to 5◦ and back) at various opera onal condi ons ( p speed ra os λ=5.5,
6.7 and 10). Lower p speed values were judged as non-relevant because of the low rotor induc on
associated with them, probably discarding a dynamic inﬂow eﬀect. Since the pitch angle step change
was slower than hoped for, these measurements are performed at 324 rpm as well as the default of 424
rpm. In addi on to the previous MEXICO campaign the dynamic inﬂow runs were also performed at 15◦
and 30◦ yaw.
Pressure runs at yaw angles between -30◦ and 45◦ and various tunnel speeds (mostly at -2.3◦ pitch angle)
were performed to study yaw eﬀects. An 8◦ misalignment case was added because it is prescribed in the
IEC load case calcula ons.
Several blade add-ons were tested out on the turbine. All of them featured a full sweep through the
rota ng opera onal regime, just as was performed for the clean conﬁgura on. Also a pitch angle sweep
in stands ll for a ached ﬂow condi ons was added to deduce the eﬀect on the ’two-dimensional’ polars.
Firstly Guerney ﬂaps were applied to the blade up to 60%R, later they were cut oﬀ to extend to 46%R.
Then 3D-printed spoilers were applied to the transi on from the cylindrical part of the ﬁrst streamlined
sec on of the blades. The same manufacturing technique was used to produce serra ons, which were
designed to extend from roughly 70%R to 90%R. Unfortunately due to me restric ons only the 80%R
to 90%R sec on was covered on the blades. An illustra on of the add-ons is given in Figure 12.
For the pitch misalignment runs, the pitch angle of blade 2 was reduced by 20◦ in comparison to the other
blades. The rota onal speed was limited to 324 rpm to keep the instability due to the aerodynamic
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(a) Guerney ﬂap

(b) Spoiler

(c) Serra ons

(d) Blade-oﬀ

Figure 12: Pictures of diﬀerent MEXICO conﬁgura ons

imbalance low (the nose cone could be observed to ’wiggle’ around a bit). A full sweep through the
opera onal regime was performed, featuring the standard pitch angles for blade 1 and 3. In addi on to
that, lambda sweeps at 15◦ and 20◦ (referring to the blade 1 and 3 pitch angle) were performed.
The ﬂow visualiza on contains both oil ﬂow visualiza on on the blades as well as smoke visualiza on
by applica on of smoke candles from the blade ps. The oil ﬂow visualiza on was a empted at both
rota ng and stands ll condi ons. To save me, only blade 2 was immersed with oil. A er this test
the blades were removed and the holes in the nacelle were covered with tape, see also Figure 12d.
The blade-oﬀ measurements were also performed in both rota ng and stands ll condi ons, to provide
informa on for determina on of generator losses (with and without wind) as well as isola ng rotor forces
and moments.
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4.1 PIV overview
An overview is given of the conﬁgura on used for the several PIV measurements is given. A dis nc on
is made between the diﬀerent parts of the test matrix. The same opera onal condi ons were subject
of inves ga on as for the ﬁrst campaign. The PIV velocity veriﬁca on conﬁgura on is not discussed
here. For all given PIV sheets an average of 31 image pairs was used, which was judged to be the ideal
compromise between accuracy and me based on the experience of DNW.
A sheet size of 380 mm × 610 mm in x- and y-direc on respec vely has been used, referring to the tunnel
coordinate system from Figure 13. All sheets have been taken at the 9 o’clock posi on, i.e. the xy-plane
at z=0 for posi ve y-values (tunnel coordinate system).

(a) Front view

(b) Top view

Figure 13: Deﬁni ons and conven ons of the New MEXICO experiment

Loads versus velocity, rough blade conﬁgura on
Both radial as well as axial traverses were performed at design condi ons (U∞ =15 m/s, 424 rpm, -2.3◦
pitch). The main purpose is to compare the results to the PIV traverse from the ﬁrst campaign. They
are summarized in Figure 14a and 14b. Due to the increased sheet size (especially in radial direc on),
only 1 instead of 2 radial loca ons are necessary for the axial traverse to cover both y=1400 mm as well
as y=1800 mm. For the radial traverse, also the inboard region was included. The axial traverse was
performed at a phase locked azimuth angle of zero degree, as deﬁned in Figure 13a. Instead of using a
0◦ /20◦ /40◦ /60◦ /80◦ /100◦ /120◦
azimuth spacing for the radial traverse (as was performed for the ﬁrst MEXICO campaign), it was decided
to focus on the blade passage to be able to approximate the annulus averaged induc on. Since blade 2
passes at 30◦ , it was chosen to use angles of
10◦ /17◦ /22◦ /26◦ /29◦ /31◦ /34◦ /38◦ /43◦ /50◦ /70◦ /90◦ /110◦
based on velocity es mates from CFD at x=-300 mm and x=300 mm. The disadvantage was that to pre-
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(a) Axial traverse

(b) Radial traverse

(c) Momentum traverse

Figure 14: Axial ﬂow sheet spacing
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vent laser reﬂec ons from the blade, the PIV sheets had to be displaced 50 mm in axial direc on away
from the rotor plane. The view close to the blade passage was however judged to be more important
than the missing part for the study of blade wake convec on aerodynamics.

Partly clean blade conﬁgura on
A more extensive PIV traverse was performed for the partly clean blade conﬁgura on, where the strips
were removed from the outboard sec on. Again both radial and axial traverses were performed. Due
to lack of me and the limited addi onal value, it was decided not to perform new vortex searches in
addi on to the ﬁrst campaign. An important considera on here is the fact that the limited extension of
sheet resolu on in axial direc on precludes the capture of two vortex cores within one sheet for design
condi ons.
Axial ﬂow
For the design condi on, an a empt was made to gather data for a momentum analysis using the measured ﬂow veloci es. The resul ng sheet spacing is depicted in Figure 14c. Regarding the axial extent of
the control volume, it is important to choose a control volume for which the pressure forces have no inﬂuence. For the inﬂow, a suﬃcient distance is needed such that streamline expansion has not yet started.
For the ou low, a suﬃcient distance is needed such that streamline convergence has been ﬁnalized. For
the upwind sheets, an azimuth spacing of 15◦ between 0◦ and 120◦ has been chosen. Downwind this
spacing has been reduced to 10◦ . Special a en on was paid to the ou low plane. The ou low plane
is not considered uniform and a spacing of 10◦ between 0◦ and 360◦ has been chosen. The resul ng
conﬁgura on appeared to be extremely costly in me (approximately 4 hours tes ng me). For U∞ =10
m/s and U∞ =24 m/s, the axial traverse was the same as depicted in Figure 14a.
The radial traverses were performed iden cal for all three opera onal condi ons as depicted in Figure
14b, using the same azimuth discre za on as for the rough conﬁgura on. To study the diﬀerence between the blades, the radial traverse at design condi ons was repeated to focus at the blade passage of
blade 3 and 1. Thereto a similar azimuth discre za on as for blade 2 was used, but now adding 120◦ and
240◦ to the azimuth angles respec vely. Here only the downwind sheets were captured since, if there
are diﬀerences, they are expected to appear in the wake.
Yawed ﬂow
For yawed ﬂow condi ons, axial and radial traverse sheet spacing is depicted in Figure 15. The azimuth
discre za on is iden cal to the axial ﬂow cases. For the radial spacing, the increased sheet size in radial
direc on unfortunately introduces large gaps between the sheets. Therefore extra sheets are added in
between to cover these gaps. Where the axial traverse has only been performed for the design case, the
radial traverse also contains data for the U∞ =10 m/s and U∞ =24 m/s case. An overview of the availability
of PIV load cases is given in Table 5.
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(a) Axial traverse, -30◦ yaw

(b) Axial traverse, +30◦ yaw

(c) Radial traverse, -30◦ yaw

(d) Radial traverse, +30◦ yaw

Figure 15: Yawed ﬂow sheet spacing
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Table 5: Overview of New MEXICO PIV traverses

U∞ [m/s]
Rot. speed [rpm]
Pitch angle [◦ ]
Blade conﬁg

(Table 3)

15
424
-2.3
0

10
424
-2.3
3

x
x

x
x

15
424
-2.3
3

24
424
-2.3
3

Axial ﬂow
Axial
Radial
Momentum

x†
x

x
x

Yawed ﬂow
(+/-30◦ )
Axial
Radial

†
‡

x

x
x

x‡

Downwind sheets repeated for diﬀerent phase angle to study blade similarity
Only -30◦ yaw
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5
Preliminary results
This chapter provides a preliminary look into the experimental results. These are divided into subsec ons
roughly following the test matrix order.

5.1

Tunnel calibration and velocity verification

As men oned in sec on 3, an empty tunnel calibra on was performed for the test set-up with the 9.5
by 9.5 m open jet sec on. The previous calibra on was performed in 2002, but no signiﬁcant changes
to the tunnel have been made as was stated by DNW. As such the calibra on results, which consists of a
polynomial of the test sec on pitot dynamic pressure versus a pressure diﬀerence over the contrac on,
are expected to be the same. At ﬁrst glance the results appeared to be indeed iden cal. A er the test
however, a signiﬁcant varia on was observed by zooming in on the velocity diﬀerence for standard atmosphere condi ons (Figure 16a). The varia on with tunnel speed does not seem to obey a trend, which
can be explained by the fact that the results are obtained by subtrac ng the values from two high order
polynomials. DNW has stated that the diﬀerence between the calibra ons is created by the fact that the
pitot tube in 2002 was mounted on the ”s ng”’, which normally is used to suspend aircra models [5].
The large frontal area associated with the s ng haS increased the pitot readings in 2002, which results
in an increase of calibrated tunnel speeds compared to 2014 for a given contrac on diﬀeren al. This
indicates that the results from the ﬁrst campaign have to be corrected by lowering the tunnels speeds
0.2 to 0.3 m/s to allow a comparison to the current results. During the empty calibra on, a simultaneous
measurement of PIV was performed in proximity of the pitot tube. Diﬀerences below 0.1 m/s between
pitot readings and PIV results were found as depicted in Figure 16b, valida ng the PIV set-up for the
campaign.
A er moving the model into the tunnel, a pitot tube was a ached to a strut and mounted onto the
nacelle. The tube was posi oned at r=1.525 m from the rotor center, at the 9 o’clock posi on (looking at
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(a) Approximated diﬀerence between the 2002 and 2014 tunnel calibra ons
(ρ = 1.225 kg/m3 )

(b) Pitot versus PIV

Figure 16: Empty tunnel results

the model from an upwind loca on) to allow comparison to simultaneous PIV measurements. The rotor
azimuth angle was 210 deg for this test (pitot between blade 1 and 3), and the blades were pitched to
vane (90◦ pitch angle), to minimize the induc on from the blades as veriﬁed by CFD simula ons prior to
the test. The results are shown in Figure 17. The pitot tube was found to agree very well (within 0.1 m/s)

(a) Pitot versus calibra on

(b) Pitot versus PIV

Figure 17: Velocity veriﬁca on results
with the velocity as indicated by the tunnel calibra on, see also Figure 17a. The PIV results however
feature larger diﬀerences (Figure 17b), which is subject of further inves ga on. The PIV values in the
graph are represented by the sheet average, whereas the pitot shows a point value. A radial traverse
was performed with PIV, which should clarify the velocity varia on both in radial and axial direc on.
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Applica on of new calibra ons to MEXICO data
A er the above inves ga on it would be interes ng to inves gate what the eﬀect of the new calibra ons
is on the measured loads-velocity rela onship. Hereby both the tunnel speed as well as the pressures are
re-calibrated. The results in terms of axial force coeﬃcient Cdax versus axial induc on factor a are presented in Figure 18. Here the axial induc on is calculated by averaging the PIV results up- and downwind
of the rotorplane (x=-0.3 m and x=+0.3m), and the azimuth average is determined by considering the
0◦ /60◦ /80◦ /100◦ phase locked angles only. The 20◦ and 40◦ angles were discarded because their values
would not represent the average trend, which is expected to feature large gradients due to the proximity
to the blade passage. Since PIV results were not available for the inboard sec ons these two sec ons
are not included. The rotor averaged values are determined by linear interpola on for both loads and
veloci es, assuming a zero inﬂuence at both the root and p. For this purpose the missing velocity values
of the inboard sec on are approximated by the average of the available velocity measurements. A line
represen ng one dimensional momentum theory is included as well.

Figure 18: Inﬂuence of new calibra ons on loads-velocity rela onship from MEXICO, results from 424
rpm λ=4.2, 6.7 and 10.0

From the results it becomes clear that the new calibra ons bring the rela onship acceptably close to
the momentum theory. The lower tunnel speed slightly reduces the axial induc on factors. The force
coeﬃcients substan ally increase due to the fact that the absolute forces are increased (pressure calibra on) and are non-dimensionalized using a lower freestream velocity (tunnel calibra on). The small
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remaining discrepancy from momentum theory can possibly be a ributed to remaining experimental
uncertain es (e.g. PIV apparatus, determina on of induc on by axial and azimuthal averaging, assumpon of three iden cal blades) and limited validity of this theory on a local level due to radial mixing. The
values obtained for a p speed ra o of 10 (a>0.4) are anyway situated in the turbulent wake state, where
theore cal values are subject to engineering approxima ons. More considera ons towards the validity
of this approach are included in sec on 5.2.

5.2

Comparison to MEXICO

To check the consistency between the MEXICO and New MEXICO dataset, a comparison of runs with
similar opera onal condi ons was made. Both loads (balance and pressures) as well as veloci es (PIV)
are subject of inves ga on.

Loads
Both sec onal loads as well as axial force results are discussed. The torque data are yet to be processed.
Sec onal loads
Figure 19 to Figure 21 show a comparison of the pressure distribu ons for three cases across the operaonal regime, together with the resul ng normal force plot from integra ng the pressures. Both results
here use the pressure calibra on as determined in November 2013, see also sec on 3.2. Since the tunnel
speed of the previous campaign has not been re-calibrated yet by DNW, a constant value of 0.2 m/s has
been deducted from the measurements.
Generally speaking the agreement is very sa sfactory, although there are small diﬀerences in air density
and opera onal condi on due to the fact that the tunnel speed se ng from the ﬁrst campaign is oﬀ due
to the calibra on discrepancy. Several inboard sensors from the ﬁrst campaign were faulty, which were
repaired prior to the New MEXICO campaign. As was reported in sec on 3.3, the uncertainty associated
with the inboard pressure sensors can become large. For example Figure 19a shows a clear oﬀset, as
this combina on of wind speed and radial loca on features the lowest dynamic pressure. The largest
diﬀerences in the resul ng normal force are observed for the low p speed ra o case (Figure 21f). This
could be a ributed to the fact that for separated ﬂow condi ons, small diﬀerences in opera onal and
surface condi on can result in signiﬁcant aerodynamic varia ons.
Axial force
The axial force is compared for a pitch angle of -2.3◦ at 424 rpm for both the balance as well as the pressure results in Figure 22. Since the tunnel speed of the previous campaign has not been re-calibrated yet
by DNW, a constant value of 0.2 m/s has been deducted from the measurements. The balance provides
the total force in x-direc on from which the contribu on of the tower and nacelle are deducted. This includes es mates for the drag of these components. For the pressures, the blades are assumed to feature
the same aerodynamic forces. The pressures from the various blades are integrated linearly in chordwise
and spanwise direc on, assuming zero loads at the root and p. The resul ng integrand is increased by
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(a) Pressure distribu on at 25%R

(b) Pressure distribu on at 35%R

(c) Pressure distribu on at 60%R

(d) Pressure distribu on at 82%R

(e) Pressure distribu on at 92%R

(f) Normal force distribu on

Figure 19: Comparison between MEXICO (U∞ =9.77 m/s, λ=10.2, ρ=1.19 kg/m3 ) and New MEXICO
(U∞ =10.04 m/s, λ=10.0, ρ=1.21 kg/m3 ) sec onal loads in axial ﬂow at 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch
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(a) Pressure distribu on at 25%R

(b) Pressure distribu on at 35%R

(c) Pressure distribu on at 60%R

(d) Pressure distribu on at 82%R

(e) Pressure distribu on at 92%R

(f) Normal force distribu on

Figure 20: Comparison between MEXICO (U∞ =14.73 m/s, λ=6.8, ρ=1.19 kg/m3 ) and New MEXICO
(U∞ =14.86 m/s, λ=6.7, ρ=1.20 kg/m3 ) sec onal loads in axial ﬂow at 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch
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(a) Pressure distribu on at 25%R

(b) Pressure distribu on at 35%R

(c) Pressure distribu on at 60%R

(d) Pressure distribu on at 82%R

(e) Pressure distribu on at 92%R

(f) Normal force distribu on

Figure 21: Comparison between MEXICO (U∞ =23.76 m/s, λ=4.2, ρ=1.20 kg/m3 ) and New MEXICO
(U∞ =24.13 m/s, λ=4.2, ρ=1.20 kg/m3 ) sec onal loads in axial ﬂow at 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch
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(a) Balance data

(b) Pressure data

Figure 22: Comparison of axial force coeﬃcient Cdax as a func on of p speed ra o λ between MEXICO
and New MEXICO (424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch)
6% to correct for the fact that the axial force varia on with radius at the root and p areas is not linear.
This factor results from an inves ga on using CFD results as previously reported [9]. Generally speaking
the results are again sa sfactory, indica ng that the set-up for 2014 is similar to the 2006 experiment
and the load results can be compared.

Veloci es
Both axial as well as radial traverses were performed, similar to the traverse in the ﬁrst campaign.
Axial traverse
The comparison results are shown in Figure 23 for the axial velocity. The MEXICO veloci es are not
corrected for the new tunnel calibra on here. The most upwind results show a devia on of around
0.4 m/s which is slightly larger than the results indicated by the empty tunnel calibra on. Anyhow, the
CFD results from EllipSys3D seem to be in good agreement with the New MEXICO values for the upwind
region. Where the r=1.4m results from the previous campaign suﬀered from laser sheet reﬂec ons,
the nacelle paint applied for New MEXICO seems to prevent this. Also for r=1.8m, the values show
diﬀerences. This could well be a ributed to vortex structures that were observed in the preliminary
radial traverse results and will be subject of further study.
Radial traverse
To compare the radial traverse results, the varia on of axial velocity with azimuth angle was plo ed for
speciﬁc radial loca ons, using both the upwind and downwind sheets. Again the MEXICO veloci es are
not corrected for the new tunnel calibra on. Although the inboard part has also measured in New MEXICO, for the sake of comparison the results for r/R=60% and 92% are shown in Figure 24 and 25. Similar
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(a) r=1.4 m

(b) r=1.8 m

Figure 23: Comparison of axial velocity from axial traverse, U∞ =15 m/s, 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch, 0◦ azimuth

(a) x=-0.3m, r=1.35 m

(b) x=-0.3m, r=2.07 m

Figure 24: Comparison of axial velocity from upwind radial traverse, U∞ =15 m/s, 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch
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(a) x=0.3m, r=1.35 m

(b) x=0.3m, r=2.07 m

Figure 25: Comparison of axial velocity from downwind radial traverse, U∞ =15 m/s, 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch
as for the radial traverse, an oﬀset around 0.4 to 0.5 m/s is found compared to the previous campaign
results. The velocity trend around the blade passage (30◦ azimuth) is captured be er now due to the
increased azimuth resolu on. Although the agreement of the CFD results wit the new measurements
generally speaking is very good, especially at r=2.07 m discrepancies can be observed. For the upwind
traverse in Figure 23b, this is shown mostly a er the blade passage. In the wake (Figure 25b) the CFD
seems to underpredict the measurements by approximately 0.5 m/s. It can also be observed that the
axial induc on at 92%R is signiﬁcantly lower than at 60%R.

Momentum
Combining the loads and velocity measurements, it would be interes ng to see how the New MEXICO
results compare to the momentum theory. In addi on to that the CFD results are processed in a similar
way as the experimental data to validate the approach. The same approach as outlined in sec on 5.1 and
displayed in Figure 18 has been taken. Since the New MEXICO results contain a tailored spacing around
the blade passage, the azimuth average induc on has been determined using all available data for this
case. Applica on of this approach and the previously outlined approach (taking steps of 20◦ between 0◦
and 120◦ and omi ng the 20◦ and 40◦ angle) to the New MEXICO data revealed diﬀerences of less than
0.009 in the axial induc on factor a. The resul ng picture is shown in Figure 26, where also the inboard
data are included. Most of the results are found to sca er around the theore cal line. The fact that
the CFD results mostly agree with this line seems to validate the approach taken. Again it is shown that
the turbulent wake state at high induc on is diﬃcult to approximate by both theory and CFD. The rotor
averaged values, which are indicated by a ﬁlled circle, are consistently found closer to the theore cal line
in comparison to several outliers at local posi ons. This seems to indicate that the radial independence
approach of BEM is not strictly valid. It should be inves gated further whether the measured outliers can
be related to radial discon nui es which were found in the preliminary contour plots, possible caused
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Figure 26: Loads-velocity rela onship from (New) MEXICO and CFD, results from 424 rpm, λ=4.2, 6.7 and
10.0

by the airfoil transi on regions.

5.3

Influence of roughness

The inﬂuence of roughness strips on the rotor loads is assessed. Firstly the sec on loads are discussed
a er which the eﬀect on the rotor axial force is subject of discussion. The PIV results are yet to be
processed. The same holds for the eﬀect on the rotor torque.

Sec onal loads
Figure 27 to Figure 29 show a comparison of the pressure distribu ons for three cases across the operaonal regime, together with the resul ng normal force plot from integra ng the pressures. Both results
here use the pressure calibra on as determined in November 2013, see also sec on 3.2. Since the tunnel
speed of the previous campaign has not been re-calibrated yet by DNW, a constant value of 0.2 m/s has
been deducted from the measurements.
Since diﬀerence in tripping conﬁgura on only applies to the outboard sec ons, a diﬀerence in pressure
distribu on should only be observed for the 82%R and 92%R sec on if no radial interac on occurs. The
normal plot distribu ons for a ached ﬂow condi ons (Figure 27f and 28f) conﬁrm this image by showing
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(a) Pressure distribu on at 25%R

(b) Pressure distribu on at 35%R

(c) Pressure distribu on at 60%R

(d) Pressure distribu on at 82%R

(e) Pressure distribu on at 92%R

(f) Normal force distribu on

Figure 27: Inﬂuence of roughness strips: Comparison between datapoint 231 (conﬁg=0, U∞ =10.04 m/s,
λ=10.0, ρ=1.21 kg/m3 ) and 598 (conﬁg=3, U∞ =10.05 m/s, λ=10.0, ρ=1.19 kg/m3 ) sec onal loads in axial
ﬂow at 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch

(a) Pressure distribu on at 25%R

(b) Pressure distribu on at 35%R

(c) Pressure distribu on at 60%R

(d) Pressure distribu on at 82%R

(e) Pressure distribu on at 92%R

(f) Normal force distribu on

Figure 28: Inﬂuence of roughness strips: Comparison between datapoint 232 (conﬁg=0, U∞ =14.86 m/s,
λ=6.7, ρ=1.20 kg/m3 ) and 606 (conﬁg=3, U∞ =15.03 m/s, λ=6.7, ρ=1.19 kg/m3 ) sec onal loads in axial
ﬂow at 424
rpm, -2.3◦ pitch
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(a) Pressure distribu on at 25%R

(b) Pressure distribu on at 35%R

(c) Pressure distribu on at 60%R

(d) Pressure distribu on at 82%R

(e) Pressure distribu on at 92%R

(f) Normal force distribu on

Figure 29: Inﬂuence of roughness strips: Comparison between datapoint 233 (conﬁg=0, U∞ =24.13 m/s,
λ=4.2, ρ=1.20 kg/m3 ) and 612 (conﬁg=3, U∞ =24.08 m/s, λ=4.2, ρ=1.19 kg/m3 ) sec onal loads in axial
ﬂow at 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch

a load increase for clean condi ons, whilst for separated ﬂow (Figure 29f) this is the case to a lesser
extent. For this case the 60%R sec on shows earlier separa on in clean condi on and consequently
features a lower normal force. This is remarkable because the trip strip is s ll present at this sec on in
clean condi ons. Possibly slight diﬀerences in set-up (soil or opera onal condi on) or radial interac on
of separated ﬂow features can be held responsible. Although the normal force results at 25%R and 35%R
look similar, the pressure distribu ons clearly indicate again that the accuracy of the pressure sensors is
limited for these sec ons.

Axial force
The axial force is compared for a pitch angle of -2.3◦ at 424 rpm for both the balance as well as the
pressure results in Figure 30. Since the tunnel speed of the previous campaign has not been re-calibrated
yet by DNW, a constant value of 0.2 m/s has been deducted from the measurements.

(a) Balance data

(b) Pressure data

Figure 30: Comparison of axial force coeﬃcient Cdax as a func on of p speed ra o λ between rough
and par ally clean conﬁgura on (424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch)

Approximately from a p speed ra o of 6, there is a clear increase no ceable in axial force for clean
condi ons. The balance results show a slightly larger increase compared to the pressure data. It should
be realized that the pressure data is the result of diﬀerent sec ons distributed over the 3 blades. At
high p speed ra os the pressure results for the clean conﬁgura on seem to approximate the rough
conﬁgura on results, although the trend of the line seems to indicate there is a repeatability issue. This
should be subject of further inves ga on by having a closer look at the pressure distribu ons.
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5.4

Flow visualization

Both oil ﬂow as well as a smoke visualiza ons were performed.

Oil ﬂow
The substance used for the ﬂow visualiza on is a mixture of paraﬃn, petroleum and pigment. A red
paint was used on the pressure side, whilst a yellow paint was used on the suc on side of blade 2. Some
results are shown in Figure 31. It appeared that for rota ng condi ons, the centrifugal force dominates
the whereabouts of the oil and hence a ﬂow pa ern is not visualized. This is illustrated in Figure 31a,
which shows the radial pa ern even in the outboard region of the blade.

(a) Pressure side, r/R&50% (λ = 6.7, 424 rpm, -2.3◦ pitch)

(b) Suc on side, r/R&70% (U∞ =30 m/s, 0 rpm, 73.6◦ pitch)

Figure 31: Oil ﬂow visualiza on results (ﬂow from top to bo om)

Therefore a stands ll case was included as well, which should allow for a comparison to the sta c experiment results from sec on 3.3. Although ﬂow pa erns are more clearly visible here, it remains more
diﬃcult to interpret the picture compared to the corresponding image of Figure 11b. Although the mushroom pa erns seem to be absent in Figure 31b, the loca ons of the separa on line seem to agree at
approximately 40% chord. Here it must be noted that the sta c experiment featured roughness strips,
whereas this part of the New MEXICO experiment did not (for the radial posi on in the picture). In
addi on to that the Reynolds numbers are not matching. The taping oﬀ of the sensors for the oil ﬂow
measurements also should have provided informa on regarding the inﬂuence of centrifugal force on the
pressure sensor readings. Unfortunately it appeared that the trigger for saving the pressure data was not
given by the data acquisi on so ware for these cases.
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Smoke
Smoke candles were a ached to all three blade ps for this purpose. It appeared to be diﬃcult to have
all three candles simultaneously ignited. A ﬁrst impression can be gained from Figure 32 Although the
pictures allow to study p vortex travel, the main reason for this test was to gain material for promo onal
ac vi es.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 32: Smoke visualiza on of p vor ces for λ=4.4, 424 rpm
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6
Conclusions
An overview has been given of the New MEXICO wind turbine measurements as carried out in the the
Large Scale Low Speed Facility (LLF) of the German Dutch Wind Tunnels (DNW) between June 20th and July
4th 2014. The test is a follow up of the ﬁrst MEXICO campaign, which was held in 2006. The main objec ve
of the test is to progress aerodynamic (and acous c) modelling of wind turbines and wind turbine farms.
The test prepara on ac vi es have been described, including a pressure sensors calibra on and sta c
wind tunnel test of the blades. Some preliminary results of the rota ng test have been presented in
the report. Several open ques ons from the ﬁrst campaign have been resolved and a good agreement
has been found between these measurements. The MEXICO database has been extended with extra
test cases to progress modelling of dynamic inﬂow, non-uniformity between the blades, yawed ﬂow
eﬀects, parked condi ons and pitch misalignment. In addi on to that several blade add-ons were tested
to improve the turbine performance. An example is the blade root spoiler invented by ECN. Acous c
measurements have been performed using both far ﬁeld microphones as well as a microphone array.
Flow visualiza on has been performed by applica on of smoke candles to the blade ps and oil to the
blade surface.
The conclusion is that ECN and partners have performed very successful aerodynamic experiments in
the largest wind tunnel in Europe. A comprehensive high quality database has been obtained which is
shared in the wind energy R&D community. The database will be analysed in an interna onal context
in order to validate aerodynamic models and to advance the aerodynamic modelling of wind turbines.
With the results future large wind turbines will be designed with higher accuracy and less uncertainty.
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Table 6: Speciﬁca ons of Kulite® XCQ-95-062-5A

INPUT
Pressure Range
Measuring range
Opera onal Mode
Over Pressure
Burst Pressure
Pressure Media
Rated Electrical
Maximum Electrical Excita on
Input Impedance

35 kPa (5 psiA)
40 kPa to 106 kPa Absolute (5.8 to 15.37 psiA)
absolute
3 mes rated pressure
4 mes rated pressure
All non conduc ve, non corrosive Liquids or Gases
Excita on 10 VDC/AC
15 VDC/AC
800 (Min.)
OUTPUT

Output Impedance
Full Scale Output (FSO)
Output at 14.5 psiA (100KPaA)
Residual Unbalance
Combined Non-Linearity and Hysteresis
Hysteresis
Repeatability
Resolu on
Natural Frequency (KHz)
Accelera on Sensi vity % FS/g
Perpendicular
Transverse
Insula on Resistance

1000 ohms (Nom.)
90 mV (Nom.)
270 mV (Nom)
± 3 % FSO
± 0.25 % FS BFSL
Less Than 0.1 % (typ.)
± 0.1 %
Inﬁnite
>150 KHz
0.002
0.0005
50 Megohm Min. at 100 VDC

ENVIRONMENTAL
Opera ng Temperature Range
Compensated Temperature Range
Thermal Zero Shi
Thermal Sensi vity Shi
Steady Accelera on
Linear Vibra on

-55◦ C to +120◦ C
+10◦ C to +65◦ C
± 1 %/55◦ C (typ.)
± 1 %/55◦ C (typ.)
10.000 g (max.)
10 - 2000 Hz Sine, 100 g max.
PHYSICAL

Electrical Connec on
Housing length
Compensa on module
Weight
Diaphragm protec on
Sensing Principle
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4 leads AWG 38 (dia including Teﬂon insulator 0.23
mm). Length between transducer and TC module to
be speciﬁed later. Length a er module to be speciﬁed
later.
2.54 mm (0.1”)
2.8 mm dia × 25.4 mm long (0.110 x 1” long)
0.2 Gram (Nom.) Excluding Module and Leads
B-screen
Fully Ac ve Four Arm Wheatstone
Bridge Diﬀused into Silicon Diaphragm
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